Must-know

Ask Not What Your Boiler
Can Do For You But How
Many Heat Exchangers
Has It Lost
Fulton is Rugged Robust and Reliable
Over the last 15 years, there have been many additions to the condensing boiler market.
These products are from all over the United States and abroad.
Every boiler is unique and different in its own way but the bottom line is everyone from the
End Use, Engineer, Contractor and others expect the boiler to work and last without having
expensive upgrades or maintenance throughout the life of that boiler.
So then why use boilers where heat exchangers fail and create expensive upgrades when
you could have used a boiler that doesn't have those added headaches and costs? The
answer is simple:

USE FULTON
Ryan Company has been selling the Fulton Vantage for over 15 years and to this date we
have not had a failed heat exchanger with the Fulton Vantage and don't expect to have
any in the future. With the addition of the Fulton Endura and Endura + boiler that trend
has continued without any failed heat exchangers. That is due to the Rugged, Robust,
Reliable Design that Fulton produces. Fulton also stands behind this with the warranty that is
offered which is a lifetime warranty on any Thermal Shock failure. No other boiler
manufacturer offers that. Some other features that are key:
Duplex Stainless steel heat exchanger (.Rolled Alloys (www.rolledalloys.com) Bulletin No. 1101)
Duplex 2101 and 2205 is stronger and more corrosion resistant than
conventional (300/400 series) stainless.
Lifetime thermal Shock Warranty
High Mass boiler
Dry weight of VTG-2000: 3,800 lbs; Typical competitor around 2,000 lbs
High Volume
Minimal yearly maintenance needed
Use Fulton and your Boiler room will be one less area to worry about in your future projects. If
you chose to use another boiler manufacturer then you might end up with this scenario
below. See below for a picture of changing out a failed heat exchanger from a different
manufacturer. The project was a High rise in a major downtown city. Roads

were shut down and a special crane was rented to lift the heat exchanger
into the building thru the roof. The heat exchanger that was replaced on the
boiler was not even 1 year old.

So again instead of just asking what are the features of the boilers. Lets have a discussion
about failed heat exchangers in those boilers. Ask your reps and I think you would be
surprised as to how many have this problem. Let us also ask What is the expected life of a
high efficiency boiler? Ask us how to get the most out of your High Efficiency Boiler system?
We are your boiler expects!!
Coming soon Ryan Cares program. Ryan Company's expanded warranty package. Up
to a 5 year parts and labor! More details to follow

New Product Alert:
VSRT steam boiler Now available up to 250 HP
Ultra-compact vertical design - industry's smallest footprint
Up to 86% efficiency
≥99.75% steam quality at 15 PSI
Fully-wetted pressure vessel
Refractory-free design
Patent-pending self-compensating stress relief architecture
Up to 10:1 turndown; fully modulated burner
Reliable operation with a 10 year pressure vessel warranty
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